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Go from data to decision: Unlock 
market opportunities with advanced 
Retail Compass research
Unlike “plug and play” black box analytics, our predictive 
models are built and designed in close collaboration with 
you, giving you transparent output that drives sustainable 
revenue growth and greater ROI.

Sales Driver Analysis
Find the ‘sweet spot’ on the shelf for your products, 
discern how SKU facings affect sales rate, and adjust your 
marketing mix based on competitor adjacencies, their 
promotions and pricing strategies 

In-store Execution Analysis
Optimize your retail audit effectiveness across store 
formats through predictive analysis that maps store visit 
volume with key execution metrics like out of shelf, shelf 
share and more

New Product Launch
Monitor your new product launches, measure the impact 
of your innovation on the overall category and your 
competition, and identify critical success factors  
to increase sales and share

Leaders in computer  
vision for retail
Our breakthrough image 
recognition algorithms and 
deep learning platform 
leverages robust shelf data 
to power our predictive 
analytics

Data science expertise 
for quantified business 
outcomes
Unique methodologies drive 
our predictive models, so that 
you can quantify outcomes, 
and forecast the future with 
more confidence

Retail currency for 
improved collaboration
Our Trax Quality Index 
provides manufacturers 
and retailers a common 
language to understand  
the impact of shelf 
behaviour on sales

How we are different:

1. Forrsights Strategy Spotlight: Business Intelligence And Big Data, Q4 2012, Forrester Research, Inc.

Unlock your growth levers 
with predictive analytics

Big data and analytics are growing at a 
tremendous pace. But managing, mining 
and making sense of all the data that your 
business generates is overwhelming.  
With most companies only analysing 12%1 
of their data, anecdotal evidence and 
intuition is relied upon more often than 
acknowledged in understanding what is 

truly driving growth. To unlock  commercial 
advantages and competitive differentiation 
at the shelf, consumer goods companies 
need to leverage a new breed of analytics 
that exposes the intricate relations between 
physical retail conditions and sales.  
Trax Retail Compass is a data science 
solution that combines accurate shelf 

data captured by our proprietary image 
recognition technology, with your  
retail EPOS sales data. Our bespoke 
research delivers game-changing insights, 
predictions and recommendations 
completely tailored to your unique  
business goals.

Trax global clients
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Breakthrough innovation, proven results
Client Goals
A global CPG giant was looking to expand  
its revenue within a key account. They also 
needed robust data to justify the significant 
costs of securing premium eye-level shelf 
space for their products in the store. 

Trax Retail Compass Insights
Our predictive analytical model 
determined that:

An increase from 2 facings to 4 facings 

on the shelf 3 is associated with 9%  
lift in sales. 

A similar increase in facings on the  
4th shelf will yield 10.5% lift making 
shelf 4 a better target for facings 
augmentation. 

Items placed on Shelf 2 could suffer  
a 25% fall in sales upon continued 
placement in this position.

Client Benefits

• Better returns on space

• Improved collaboration with retailer

• Trustworthy data

The bigger the data,  
the better the results 
Fortunately for us, we have the world’s largest  
retail shelf database to ensure superior recognition  
refining and classification. 

Our data scientists and engineers are leading 
experts in mathematics, statistics and computer 
programming. 

A sample of our techniques: prediction, clustering, 
pattern recognition, anomaly detection,  
optimization, simulation, interactive visualization, 
fractal geometry, bioinformatics.

A data-driven approach to win at the shelf
Joint Business Planning
Conduct insight-based negotiations  
with retailers through transparent data  
on financial impact of shelf position at 
individual store level. 

Revenue Growth Management
Enable smarter revenue growth 
management with our data models that 
perform statistical analysis on price-pack 
curves, price elasticities, trade promotion 
and product mix impact at store-level. 

Insights Lab
Give your analysis the winning edge by 
bridging the gap between your consumer and 
shopper data with granular shelf insights that 
provide a clear view of in-store mechanics 
that influence purchase decisions. 
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How it works:


